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Getting Your Family Together
Gospel Light Publications 1978
Parenting with Scripture
Kara Durbin 2012-04-01 Parenting with Scripture is an easy to use topical resource that parents with young children can use when teachable moments
arise. This effective guide helps teach young children how to think and apply God's Word in their daily lives. Kara Durbin's revised book helps parents capture those teachable
moments and use Scripture to shape their children's behavior. The 101 alphabetically sorted topics address behavior, attitude, emotions, and actions. Examples include
Forgiveness, Humility, Anger and Procrastination. Each topic includes scripture passages, discussion questions, action items, and parenting tips. Questions and tips are
written so older children can teach younger children. This new edition of Parenting with Scripture includes detailed help for parents to quickly identify teachable moments, and
what to do when they appear.
The Power of a Praying® Parent Prayer and Study Guide
Stormie Omartian 2014-02-01 Stormie Omartian's bestselling The Power of a Praying® series (more than 23 million
copies sold) is rereleased with fresh new covers and new material to reach a still-growing market of readers eager to discover the power of prayer for their lives. Parents can
discover and apply Stormie's life-changing and family-building truths about prayer with this easy-to-use study guide to praying for their children. Corresponding with the
chapters in Stormie's bestselling book The Power of a Praying® Parent, this study guide addresses a variety of important topics, including how to pray for God's plan for each
child the growth of your children's faith strong, healthy family relationships The Power of a Praying® Parent Prayer and Study Guide will help you pray for your children
powerfully and effectively. This guide will also appeal to relatives, friends, and anyone concerned about the hearts and minds of the kids they love.
Long Story Short Marty Machowski 2010-11-03 Family Bible study doesn't have to be complicated. Best-selling children's book author Marty Machowski helps busy parents
share the gospel story with their kids through Long Story Short, an outstanding devotional book full of stories, illustrations, and applicable learning suggestions. For active
families, reading the Bible together can feel overwhelming. Long Story Short is designed to explain God's plan of salvation through the Old Testament, focusing on the hero of
Scripture and important biblical truths without being corny, confusing, or condescending. As a creative and Christ-centered family devotional, Long Story Short equips parents
to make disciples in their homes by breaking down the Bible story in shorter, easy-to-understand sections. Both practical and simple, this beautifully designed book is faithful
and interactive to Scripture. Machowski guides families through the Old Testament stories, drawing on his experience as a father of six and family life pastor. Christian parents
know the importance of passing the gospel story on to their children, yet we live in a busy world filled with distractions. Schedules collide, homework and laundry and soccer
practice await, and before you know it, it's easy to miss God's Word. With just ten minutes a day, five days a week, parents have enough time to pass on the most valuable
treasure the world has ever known. Long Story Short is a family devotional program designed to cultivate honest and powerful discussion about the Bible, which is the catalyst
for change in children's lives.
Triggers Amber Lia 2016-02-03 Do you believe your struggle with anger stems from the wrong behavior you see displayed in your children? The knee-jerk reactions and blowups you're facing are often a result of a bigger set of "triggers." Some of these are external, like a child's disobedience, backtalk, or selective hearing, while others are internal,
like an overflowing schedule, sleep-deprivation, or perhaps your own painful experiences from childhood. Triggers: Exchanging Parent's Angry Reactions for Gentle Biblical
Responses examines common parenting issues that cause us to explode inappropriately at our children. Moving beyond simple parenting tips on how to change your child's
behavior, authors Amber Lia and Wendy Speake offer biblical insight and practical tools to equip and encourage you on the journey away from anger-filled reactions toward
gentle, biblical responses.
Parents And Children
Navigators 1979-12 Part fiction, part Bible study, this Bible study encourages young women to write down their thoughts, ask questions, and think about
God like never before. Each weekly study (6 weeks) includes a topic introduction, story, Scripture, application, and personal goals. * Personal study between meetings * 6
sessions
Parenting Valerie Weidemann 1996 The Life Application Bible Topical Studies encourage readers to take their understanding of God's word and put it into action! Featured
topics are important and relevant for today.Complete with application notes, thought provoking questions, and relevant Scripture passages, the "Life Application Bible Topical
Studies" are perfect for group leaders, teachers, or anyone looking for spiritual insight on today's important issues.-- Each Bible study guide contains six lessons on the
featured topic.-- Key Bible verses are presented in three different versions of the Bible (King James Version, New International Version, and New Living Translation) so readers
can choose which translation they want to use, or compare and contrast different texts.-- Each lesson includes two topic-related questions designed to stimulate discussion, a
study section containing three sets of verses, application notes, and questions on the featured topic, a summary review section, and additional material to extend the lesson or
provide alternatives to the study section material.-- Discussion questions help readers think about practical ways to apply the truth of the Bible to everyday life.
Parenting First Aid
Marty Machowski 2018-09-24 In this uplifting and faith-strengthening devotional book for parents, best-selling children's author Marty Machowski
encourages parents in the midst of trials. Full of Scripture, testimonies of faithful parents, and insightful meditations, Parenting First Aid equips moms and dads to run to God
and trust his ability to do what they can't. Parenting isn't getting any easier, especially with the introduction of insta-porn on electronic devices, the ease of access to drugs, and
the ever-increasing blurring of sexuality. This useful resource is for the weary and overwhelmed parents struggling with their children's choices, and the culture that wars
against their souls. For families with small struggles or weighty parenting trials—such as children involved with drugs, sexual sin, and teenage rebellion—Parenting First Aid is
full of personal, real testimonies of God's faithfulness to those experiencing hardship. The easy-to-use format provides encouragement to turn to God in the midst of family
difficulty. While God does not promise happiness and ease in parenting, all can find comfort in God and peace beyond understanding through the Scriptures and meditations
found in Parenting First Aid.
Teaching the Bible
Christa Rowland 2018-08-31 Teaching the Bible to your children can seem like a daunting task. After all, not many of us are pastors or theologians by trade!
Yet as Christian parents, we all have the responsibility to regularly and intentionally teach our children the Bible. We know what should be done...but we might not know how to
do it! If you are a Christian parent who has yearned to educate your children in the ways of the Lord through scripture but has had difficulty establishing regular Bible study
time with your kids, then "Teaching the Bible: A Practical Guide for Parents" is for you! This book will inspire you to create a workable devotional plan for you and your children,
and includes innovative ways to make Bible study engaging and fun for the whole family. "Teaching the Bible" investigates the problem of biblical illiteracy in our Christian
culture, asserts that Bible study is not just important but imperative, and addresses common excuses parents have for avoiding Bible study with their children. The book also
stresses the importance of studying the entire Bible with your children, and gives practical ideas for teaching your kids about biblical narrative, context, and ancient history. The
"Questions and Reflections" sections at the end of each chapter make this book an excellent guide for individual or group study, and two appendices include additional
resources and a one-week sample Bible study plan.
Bible Promises for Parents of Children with Special Needs
Amy E. Mason 2017-04-18 As the parent of a child with special needs, does your heart ache with questions,
confusion, or discouragement? Do you ever feel that you have no margin in your emotional reserves or sense a gaping need for encouragement, rest, and refreshment? Caring
for someone with autism, Down syndrome, ADHD, emotional or behavioral disorders, or physical disabilities can be all-consuming. Bible Promises for Parents of Children with
Special Needs can help you claim God’s promises for your everyday life. You’ll become more aware of God’s passion for you and your child through this handy guide that
speaks directly to the unique journey of special needs parenting. These promises are for your comfort. Claim them as your own. Pray them over your family and over your
children. Let them guide you into the presence of Jesus and the security that only he can provide.
Topical Bible for Kids
Michelle Elaine Brock 2015-11-21 This edition uses the English Standard Version of the Bible. (Also available in KJV and NASB) Topical Bible for Kids
contains Scriptures chosen and organized to delight and encourage elementary aged children. Parents and teachers can use this book to nurture active, happy readers of the
Bible. It encourages the process of turning to God's word when facing a specific challenge, question, or joy. Can be used as a child's reference book, or a guide for family
devotions. Includes 87 topics that children are interested in. Contains explanations to help guide understanding of selected Scriptures, and examples from the Scripture to
illustrate the topic. Familiar search terms, and cross references to help children understand biblical opposites (e.g., stealing and giving; pride and humility) as well as synonyms
they haven't learned. Verses in their entirety, rather than a reference or excerpt. A resource that requires looking up a verse twice is discouraging to young readers.
Parenting Richard Patterson Jr. 2006-07-14 In this nine-session LifeGuide® Bible Study, Richard Patterson Jr. helps you study the qualities of parenting and the practice of
Christian parenting. He addresses nine parenting challenges that point us directly to time-tested truth from Scripture that helps us raise our children with wisdom and joy.
The Power of a Praying® Parent Prayer and Study Guide
Stormie Omartian 2014-02-01 Stormie Omartian's bestselling The Power of a Praying® series (more than 28 million
copies sold) is rereleased with fresh new covers and new material to reach a still-growing market of readers eager to discover the power of prayer for their lives. Parents can
discover and apply Stormie's life-changing and family-building truths about prayer with this easy-to-use study guide to praying for their children. Corresponding with the
chapters in Stormie's bestselling book The Power of a Praying® Parent, this study guide addresses a variety of important topics, including how to pray for God's plan for each
child the growth of your children's faith strong, healthy family relationships The Power of a Praying® Parent Prayer and Study Guide will help you pray for your children
powerfully and effectively. This guide will also appeal to relatives, friends, and anyone concerned about the hearts and minds of the kids they love.
Shepherding a Child's Heart
Tedd Tripp 2001 Shepherding a Child's Heart is about how to speak to the heart of your child. The things your child does and says flows from the
heart. Luke 6:45 puts it this way, "... out of the overflow of the heart the mouth speaks." (NIV) Written for parents with children of any age, this insightful book provides
perspectives and procedures for shepherding your child's heart into the paths of life. Book jacket.
The Gospel-Centered Parent
Deborah Harrell 2015-06-30 Our children are precious to us, so naturally we want to protect them and guarantee their safety and happiness. We

want to get it right, so our children will be all right. But we live in a broken world where things don’t always (or ever?) go as planned. Children make mistakes, and, if they are
honest, parents know they make mistakes too. So it’s easy for parents to live in fear, regret, confusion, and sometimes hopelessness about parenting and the children they
love. Is there a better way? Can you learn to live by faith, to trust the God who made you and your children with their past, present, and future? How can parents live by faith as
they parent their children? These are questions that are best answered in community. This ten-session small group resource will help parents apply the gospel of Jesus Christ
to their families. Each lesson looks at parenting through the lens of God’s grace for sinners (parents and children) and gives parents a gospel center to their parenting. Parents
will learn how to live out the biblical principles of faith, repentance, and faithfulness to their calling as parents with their children. Each lesson is self-contained, featuring clear
teaching from Scripture, and requires no extra work outside of the group setting. The self-explanatory Leader’s Guide at the back of the book helps small group leaders with
discussion questions and background material that clearly explain and apply the gospel truths from each lesson.
Eltern - Hirten der Herzen
Tedd Tripp 2002
Teaching Your Child about Money
Marty Machowski 2018-09-10 Guess who is watching you spend your money? Your children are not just hearing your words about spending;
they are watching you do it. What lessons are your children learning about the financial choices you make? Are they learning to trust God and prioritize his kingdom? Family
pastor Marty Machowski helps parents to first consider how their spending reflects their hearts, and then to grow in being rich toward God and others. He weaves foundational,
biblical principles about money, generosity, and Christ's lordship with simple illustrations to share with children. Parents are guided in helping their children express their faith
in how they spend their money and given practical ways to encourage giving.
Setting Their Hope in God
Andrew Case 2010-03-20 A practical prayer-book designed to help parents intercede for their children consistently and biblically.
Study Guide: 21st Century Education in America
Melissa Wingfield 2021-03-03 Christian parents want to lead their children on a path to God.How do you do this when
everywhere there is temptation?Our children spend so much time away from us. How do we help them?Christian Parenting Today strives to research, educate, problem solve,
and lead parents with information that will help them make informed decisions about their children. Anyone who impacts the life of a child, teen, or young adult benefits. The
first in a series of 12 books entitled Rearing and Teaching Our Children as Christians, McCrory and Wingfield tackle a difficult subject--21st Century Education in America.What
do you know about this topic?What concerns do you have?What concerns should you have?When you finish reading, you will have the information you need to make a
difference in your child's life.The Leader's GuideMcCrory and Wingfield have designed this series to benefit Christian parents as they study the Bible, parenting, and God's path
for children. The Leader's Guide is adapted to include extra in-depth Bible Study and provides the opportunity for growth in the Christian Parenting Community.The Study
GuideThis contains the entire book, as well as the questions and Bible verses for study. Also included are activities for parents that provide in-depth self-evaluation and a place
to record thoughts and advice from Christian parent role models.Praise for Christian Parenting Today"I found the material well-written, Biblically solid, and most importantly culturally relevant. As we both know well, parenting is one of the toughest and most important jobs out there, and they can certainly use as many God-honoring tools as they
can get. I am convinced they have a great one in this blog." -Dr. Steve Ellis, pastor, First Baptist, Leland, NC"A must-read for every parent that loves their child. With computers
given to our children before they can read, we need to be aware of what is drawing our children in --before it is too late and you say "if I'd only known." Get informed before it is
too late. I urge each parent that loves their child-- show your love by reading this book now." -Susan Priddy"Thanks for sharing, this is so needed today for every parent to read
...I do see what is going on in the world today with our kids, and it is not good." -Bettie B."I like the fact that you're straight to the point. When it comes to protecting and
parenting our kids we don't need to tiptoe around the difficult subjects." - John Nahlen, youth pastor.We understand the difficulties parents face in this age. As parents, we have
struggled with the same types of issues in creating Christ-centered families and guiding our young children into good Christian citizens. It is our goal to research the questions
asked by parents today and provide sound advice. Have faith, pray, love, and study. God will hear you.
Running with the Horses
Larry Taylor, Ph.D. 2013-10-15 We all have great intentions when it comes to raising our children. We want them to succeed, and above all to surrender
their lives to the lordship of Christ. As a father of four boys and a twenty-five-year veteran of school administration, I understand these goals. I also understand the busyness of
daily life—how days merge into weeks as hurried lifestyles spin out of control, leaving us wondering how our toddlers became teenagers. This book introduces you to a simple,
biblically based plan for raising servant-leaders for Christ. Whether your child is eighteen months or eighteen years old, this book will guide you through the process of
preparation for the race that awaits him in this world. We will walk through specific and practical things you can do to build a family plan. Being deliberate and focusing on
creating depth in your child’s faith is the first step to preparing him or her to run with the horses—“If you have run with footmen and they have tired you out, then how can you
compete with horses? If you fall down in a land of peace, how will you do in the thicket of the Jordan?” (Jeremiah 12:5).
Biblical Counsel 1993
Liebevoll Grenzen setzen
Henry Cloud 2014-01-01
How To Raise Your Children Godly
Arlene Stanford 2021-05-21 As Christian parents we would like to be sure of our children's responses when we're not around. We'd love to
be confident they will make godly choices in any situation-now and in the future. But is that too much to hope for? In this Biblical Parenting Tips book, you will discover: Acknowledgements - Launching A Legacy - The Six Purposes - Purpose #1: The Marriage Union - Purpose #2: Authority - Purpose #3: Discipline - Purpose #4: Ownership Purpose #5: Social Development - Purpose #6: Rewards - And so much more! Do not miss this chance and buy this book today!
Triggers Study Guide
Amber Lia 2016-08-15 You've seen a need for change in your life and you're ready to embark on the journey away from reactionary, quick-tempered
parenting. But the path ahead can seem daunting and lonely without a guide or friend to walk with you. That's why authors, Amber Lia and Wendy Speake have created this indepth study guide to accompany their book, Triggers: Exchanging Parents' Angry Reactions for Gentle Biblical Responses. Perfect for individual reflection or a group study
setting, this resource features a come-alongside approach to working through external and internal triggers that fuel your struggle with anger. Mirroring the 31-chapter structure
of Triggers, this study guide will provide you with: - Rich passages of Scripture to meditate on and tuck into your heart for strength. - Expanded thoughts on each trigger for
further teaching and encouragement. - Questions to spark personal reflection and to help move you toward action. - Plenty of room to write out your thoughts and work through
the chapter questions. - Additional space for doodling, writing out prayers or action plans, and more! If you're seeking real transformation in your parenting and you're willing to
do the work to get there - this study guide will equip, empower, and encourage you along the way!
Nanny to the Rescue Again!
Michelle LaRowe 2006-11-05 Faced with multiple choices regarding school, friends, and activities coupled with the ever-widening influence of the
outside world, parents of 6-12 year olds need help. America's nanny is back to offer a large dose of healthy parenting advice with secrets for raising happy, secure, and wellbalanced children.
Don't Make Me Count to Three Study Guide
Ginger Hubbard 2012-06-08 Dive deeper into God’s Word with this six-week study guide designed to strengthen understanding of
heart-oriented discipline from a biblical perspective. Reflection on Scripture offers us encouragement and breaks the crippling strongholds of our self-dependent way of
parenting. As Ginger introduces each lesson she guides moms in the practical application of Christ-centered parenting and reminds us that our efforts are only brought to
fruition by God’s grace. The lessons taken from Don’t Make Me Count to Three are a guide for group Bible study, practical application of Scripture for parenting, heart-probing
questions for personal growth, and focused memorization.
Proverbs for Parenting
Barbara Decker 2017-06-30 A topical listing of proverbs from the Bible - King James Version
The Lifegiving Parent Experience
Sally Clarkson 2018-05-01 This companion resource to The Lifegiving Parent is intended for use as a Bible study and discussion guide in
conjunction with the core book. Each chapter begins with a “Lifegiving Parent Moment” narrative with probing questions, then moves into a study of relevant scriptures and
discussion of the lifegiving parent principle, and concludes with prayer suggestions. The book and guide together make a great 10-week study of how to become a lifegiving
parent for your children.
A Guide to the Spiritual Development of Children
Jessie Adams 2019-01-02 “I wish I had the Lord Jesus Christ, the church, and this book twenty-two years ago when I started
raising my children” Elizabeth Arant, Educational Media Specialist When children enter your life, one thing immediately comes to mind: things would probably go much more
smoothly if they came with an owner’s manual. And for those who want their children to follow God and live a godly life, some extra help might be nice to help counter the
negative influences children will face every day. Author Jessie Adams can help. In A Guide to the Spiritual Development of Children: Seventeen Subjects Every Christian Parent
Needs to Focus Upon, he shares the knowledge he developed in a decade of ministering at his church and counseling young people and their families. Parents will learn how to
talk with their children about subjects such as love, discipline, society, prayer, finances, and the justice system. Extensive scriptural passages provide additional guidance and
inspiration. A Guide to the Spiritual Development of Children: Seventeen Subjects Every Christian Parent Needs to Focus Upon will guide parents as they strive to take their
rightful place as the leader in their children’s development. “The familiar saying of ‘Home is where the heart is‘ is more than a good proverb. It reveals that the home is a place
where God has called parents to raise Godly children. Upon reading The Guide for the Spiritual Development of Children by Jessie Adams, the principles he hits upon lead right
to the heart of the home of how parents can pass the test of being and becoming Godly examples to their children by being the primary catalyst to their spiritual development.
The biblical principles which are given in this book can encourage, exhort, and equip any parent in training up godly children who will make an eternal impact in the lives of their
own children in the future. I highly recommend this book to any parent or parent-to-be as a powerful tool in helping them raise Godly children.” Reverend Brad Threatt, Senior
Pastor Spring Hill Baptist Church, Lancaster, SC
Parenting First Aid
Marty Machowski 2020-04-20 As a companion small group resource to Parenting First Aid by Marty Machowski, this study guide reminds parents they aren't
alone in their struggles, providing an opportunity to talk about their challenges and pray for and encourage other parents. Each of the ten chapters of Parenting First Aid Study
Guide contain book excerpts, Scriptures for encouragement, and questions to help stimulate discussion and application exercises. Machowski reminds men and women to rest
in God's sovereign ability to reach and rescue their children. Unlike many other Christian parenting books, this resource helps moms and dads find comfort and hope in Christ
rather than relying on techniques or to-do lists that fail to deliver what they seem to promise. So many moms and dads hide their child-rearing struggles, but by sharing together
and praying for one another in a small group setting, parents can find encouragement, support, and community as they learn to trust God together in the midst of hardship.
Raising kids isn't getting any easier, especially with the introduction of insta-porn on electronic devices, the ease of access to drugs, and the ever-increasing blurring of
sexuality. This study guide is for weary mothers, fathers, and guardians who are overwhelmed with their children's choices and the culture that wars against their souls. For
moms and dads with small struggles or weighty parenting trials—such as children involved with drugs, sexual sin, and teenage rebellion—this small group guide offers a place to
begin conversations with other parents; seek community, Scripture, and prayer; and remember they aren't alone.
Proverbs for parenting : a topical guide for child raising from the Book of Proverbs
Barbara Decker 1991 A topical listing of proverbs from the Bible - New International Version.
31 Days of Prayer for My Teen
Susan Alexander Yates 2004-09-01 Parents of teens today face overwhelming challenges. Whether a model child out in a dangerous world or a
rebellious maverick who's breaking mom and dad's hearts, every teen needs prayer. But where do parents start? Susan Yates offers parents a clear-cut and simple plan for

praying for their teens. 31 Days of Prayer for My Teen helps parents focus on the needs of their teens and pray effectively for things like o moody, unloveable, or rebellious
teens o friends and role models o temptation and decision making o sibling rivalry and anger o self-centeredness and doubt o and much more. Each prayer includes Scripture
readings and journal questions for more in-depth study.
Sacred Parenting
Gary Thomas 2010-10 Designed for use with the "Sacred Parenting" DVD, a six-session video group study guide explores the spiritual dynamics of parenting.
Relatable Study Guide
Louie Giglio 2016-06-14 From the time we are born, relationships are constantly shaping who we are and how we engage with the world around us.
Beginning with how we see ourselves, we develop a view of God and others that impacts the way we relate to our parents, navigate friendships, dating relationships and
marriage. Relat(able) looks at relationships the way God intended them to be. Because He has gone to extraordinary lengths to relate to us, we have the potential to build
incredible relationships with one another. Embracing God's love and receiving His grace changes the way we relate to him, our family, our friends, and ourselves. In this sixsession video Bible study (DVD/digital video sold separately), Louie Giglio explores the fundamental question of what makes us relatable to others. He shows how God can
change our perspective on relationships, give us greater purpose in dating and marriage, bring us peace in the midst of conflict, and help us restore relationships that seem
broken beyond repair. The Relat(able) Study Guide includes video discussion questions, Bible exploration, and personal study and reflection materials for in between sessions.
Sessions include: The Shovel and the Spoon The Man/Woman in the Mirror A God to Call Father The Friend Everyone Longs for Becoming Someone vs. Finding Someone
Handshake of Peace Bonus: Why Date? Bonus: Marriage with a Mission Designed for use with the Relat(able) Video Study (sold separately).
Bible Study Guide Rev J. a. Jefferson 2009-01-16 THE RECRUIT: - Life Lessons - is a refreshing down-to-earth book that promotes Personal Growth and develops Leadership
Skills. Many times, we find ourselves saying, "I wish I had learned that lesson, received that information or understood that concept earlier in life". The author, Brian L. Pauling,
CPA, shares some of his personal experiences, Life Lessons, so you do not have that regret. He writes these experiences in a manner that captivates and persuades people of
all ages to become a Recruit of Life Lessons. Lessons that you apply to a function at work, OR to finances at home, OR to your children are great. However, LIFE LESSONS,
those that you can apply to every aspect of your life, mean so much more.
The Disciple-Making Parent
Chap Bettis 2016-04-26 "Chock full of biblical wisdom - you'll find yourself underlining line after line, page after page. -- Marty Machowski, Author,
Long Story Short and The Gospel Story Bible. Your children will either live forever with Jesus or apart from him. Too many growing up in Christian homes will not follow Christ
as adults. Do you have a strategy for parenting in today's hostile culture? The Disciple-Making Parent will give you confidence in your journey. In the Disciple-Making Parent
you will learn: The North Star to Guide Your Parenting The Process Second-Generation Christians Go Through The Reasons Young People Walk Away from the Faith Nine
Powerful Influences Found in Wise Families How Your Example Can Commend the Gospel What Your Children are Watching at Home How to Explain Hypocrisy to Them Why
the Heart is the Most Important Part of Them (and How to Stay Connected How Discipline Prepares Them for the Gospel How To Clearly Explain the Gospel to Little Children
How to Nourish Them with the Word of God Different Ways to Have Family Devotions (and When to Stop) How to Cast a Vision of the World How to Pray for Your Children (and
for Yourself) The Doubts Your Children Will Experience and What You Can Do How to Deal with the Electronics and Media Tsunami And Much More So comprehensive that I
could remove all the parenting books I have and place only The Disciple-Making Parent on the shelf! - Jackie Kendall, President, Power to Grow, Author, Lady in Waiting.
The Power of Praying® for Your Adult Children Prayer and Study Guide
Stormie Omartian 2014-02-01 Stormie Omartian's bestselling The Power of a Praying series (more than
28 million copies sold) is rereleased with fresh new covers and new material to reach a still-growing market of readers eager to discover the power of prayer for their lives. If you
are a mom or dad reading The Power of Praying for Your Adult Children (more than 250,000 copies sold), this prayer and study guide presents insightful, interactive questions
that further explore God's Word and His promises. This more in-depth journey offers special prayers and encouragement to lead you to lift up your adult children and areas of
their lives, including faith and prayer life family and relationships direction and purpose wisdom and integrity wholeness and healing Mothers, fathers, couples, and parenting
groups will find comfort, answers, and incredible blessing as they continue to cover their kids in prayer...even if their kids have children of their own.
Parenting from the Scriptures and Scriptures for the Parents
Mark Lovis 2017-01-26 Teach children how they should live, and they will remember it all their life. (Proverbs 22:6,
NLT) Most children will grow up and leave home with very little knowledge of where to find the answers to their questions. As a result, the family is likely to experience many
years of struggle and frustration. This book will equip parents, pastors, counselors, teachers, Christian groups, church groups, and, most of all, children with the information
they need to learn Bible principles. The Topical Guide will enable them to use the Bible as a tool to find Scriptures that will help them with guidance for specific problems and
questions children may have. Part 1 is a Topical Guide divided into 101 categories listed from A-Z. Below are a few topics covered in this section: Afraid Angry Attitude Being
Yourself Bullying Cheating Complaining Disrespect Do Unto Others Friends Gossip Greedy Hate Jealousy Lazy Learning Lying Meanness Pay Back Prayer Rewards Self-Control
Sorry Stealing Stubborn Talks Too Much Temptation Wisdom and Understanding Worry There are also eight bonus sections in Part 2. God's wisdom is in the Bible, and this
book shows you specifically where to find it for each of the 109 categories. This book gives parents the information they need to learn God's wisdom, so they can teach their
family how to be the individuals God wants them to be. If a family is to experience a good life with minimal struggles, they must first acquire the right attitude; second, they must
learn how to learn; and third, they must learn God's wisdom and understanding to guide them in making the right choices. All Scripture is given by God. And all Scripture is
useful for teaching and showing people what is wrong in their lives. It is useful for correcting faults and teaching the right way to live. (ERV)2 Timothy 3:16 Click the links below
to purchase!
The Father's Plan
Robert Wolgemuth 2010-02 The Father's Plan: A Bible Study for Dads encourages men at every age and stage of life to strengthen their relationship with God,
building a legacy of faith to leave for future generations.
Generation NeXt Parenting
Tricia Goyer 2010-06-23 Get Real, Become Focused, Begin Thriving! You’re a generation of parents aspiring to excellence in every way, but you’re
also just plain tired. You don’t need another parenting book promising perfection or another formula guaranteeing great kids; you need practical advice that shows how to deal
with your and your children’s hearts. If you’re worn out from trying to do too much while giving your child every opportunity under the sun, if you’re striving to excel in every
way but suffering from a lack of focus, this book is your solution. It will help you understand how your specific tendencies are common to your generation as a whole. You’ll
embrace the positive qualities that enable you to parent for God’s glory. Lay a firm foundation and thrive as you raise up the next generation! Wanna Do It Right Without the
Expert Advice? Looking for practical, doable tips and guidance for raising today’s kids? Want to help them love God and be all that they can be (even if they don’t join the
Army)? If 70s and 80s bands (Run DMC), fashion (hot pink anything), and technology (music on cassette) bring back vivid youthful memories, Generation NeXt Parenting is the
resource for you. Like secrets exchanged at recess with a trusted friend, this book offers helpful hints for raising your children during this exact time in history. Extensive
research, input from hundreds of Gen X moms and dads, and a variety of Scripture references will help you navigate even the toughest parenting dilemmas. “Chock-full of
useful quotes from experts and everyday parents, this is a grace-infused handbook for Gen Xers navigating the parenting journey.” -Mary E. DeMuth, Author of Building the
Christian Family You Never Had “As a young father, I not only relate to Tricia’s message, but I’m very encouraged that there is a fantastic parenting resource for our
generation.” -Jordan Rubin, Founder of Garden of Life and author of The Great Physician’s RX for Health and Wellness This book is designed like a magazine (not because you
miss reading Seventeen, but because no parent has time to read a book cover to cover) and includes: • Quotes from fellow Gen X parents • Stats • Quizzes • Sidebars • Song
lyrics • Study questions
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